
Studio Vision Pro 3.0.1 Tech Tips

System 7.52
Warning;  New Mac buyers & Sys. 7.52 Upgraders
System 7.52 has a conflict with Vision's (& Studio Vision's) Internal Metronome.  This can cause a screen
freeze after recording. To bypass this problem, go to the Metronome Sound window from Metronome
(under the Options Menu) and switch to any External MIDI Instrument.  If you've experienced a screen
freeze or crash throw out your Vision (or Studio Vision) Preferences, located in the System Folder's
Preferences Folder.

Studio Vision Pro 3.0.1
DSP Menu Grey and Unavailable
The DSP functions of Studio Vision Pro 3.0 only work on one track at a time so if you first select a stereo
track the DSP menu will be grey and unavailable.  To process a stereo file first de-interleave and process the
resulting mono tracks one at a time.

Audio-to-MIDI and MIDI-to-Audio
After processing an audio file with “Audio-to-MIDI”, nothing shows up in the graphic editing window.
Be sure that you have selected the audio in either the track overview or graphic editing windows so that it
turns white in the center of the audio picture then select “Audio-to-MIDI”.  If this still doesn’t work for you
then copy the track, open a new file, paste it in and try again.

Selecting MIDI & Audio for MIDI to Audio Conversion
When selecting MIDI & Audio events prior to MIDI to Audio conversion as described on page 281 of your
white Audio Reference Manual (by dragging the I-Beam across the Ruler at the top of the Graphic window)
the result is sometimes a grey MIDI to Audio menu or the message:
"The number of selected notes does not match the number of notes resulting from a prior Audio
to MIDI conversion"
To get around this you may need to Select the MIDI notes separately and then Shift click on the audio
waveform to select it as well.  If you want to process the entire track you can do a Select All.

TDM Support
Currently Studio Vision doesn’t offer TDM support for the TDM piggyback cards from Digidesign.
Support for these cards will be added in the 3.0.2 update later.

If you have one of these cards from Digidesign, you will have to uncheck TDM support in the Hardware
Setup dialog in order to here audio.

Name Manager
If you have a Proteus 1 and a Porteus 2 in the same bundle and you are subscribing to this in Vision, be
sure to change the Device ID’s in OMS to different numbers so that the Name Manager doesn’t get confused
and make sure to get the Proteus model from the Load/Send menu when working with the Proteus Bundles
in Galaxy.




